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1. Introduction 
For the definitions of a balanced incomplete block design (BIBD), a partially 
balanced incomplete block design (PBIBD) and a mutually orthogonal Latin square 
we refer the reader to Raghavarao (1971). A group divisible design (GDD) is a BIBD 
with S being the set of symbols and B= GUX being the set of blocks, where Gis 
a partition of S and where each block in X intersects each block in G in at most one 
point. 
In a recent paper Sarvate and Seberry (1986) introduced a method for encrypting 
secret messages using crypto designs. These designs are often hard to find. but 
designs with some relaxed conditions can be used for encryption similarly to crypto 
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designs. In this note we study a class of such crypto designs, which we call coloured 
designs (CD). CD's have an important application besides encryption: they are used 
to produce new group divisible designs. 
A matrix is x-coloured if each non-zero entry is replaced with one symbol from 
a given set of x symbols; it is properly x-coloured if each of the x symbols occurs 
at most once in each row and at most once in each column. A coloured design 
CD(v, b, r, k, A) or a CD(v, h, r, k, ..tit ),,2 •••. ) is a properly r-coloured incidence 
matrix of a BIBD(v, b, r, k, A) or a PBIBD(v, b, r, k, AI' A" ... ) respectively. (This 
has been called a colourable design elsewhere (Seberry (1987), de Launey and 
Seberry (1987)).) 
Of course each symbol occurs ~xactly once in each row of a coloured design. 
Latin squares (see Denes and Keedwell (1974», Graeco-Latin designs (see, for 
example, Preece (1976), Seberry (1979), Street (1981), Stirling and Wormald (1976)) 
and balanced Room squares (see Wallis, Street and Wallis (1972» can immediately 
be used as coloured designs. 
2. Main theorem 
Theorem 2.1. The incidence matrix oj any block design, (V, B), with treatment set 
V and set oj blocks B can be coloured with R colours where 
R = max (r" kb) 
ve V, beB 
with rv the number of occurrences oj treatment v and kb the number of elements 
in block b. 
Proof. Form a bipartite graph, G, with vertex sets V and B. Join i E V to j e B if 
and only if iej. Then, since each symbol i occurs in ri~R blocks, each vertex i has 
degree rj and since each block contains kj :5R symbols, each vertexj has degree kj • 
We can edge-colour G with ..1(0) =R colours. This edge-colouring induces a colour-
ing of the design of the required form (that is, colour symbol i in blockj with colour 
c iff the edge {i,j) is coloured with c). 
Corollary 2.2. If there exists a BIBD(v, b, r, k, A) or a PBIBD(v, b, r, k, AI> A" ... ), 
then there exists a CD(v, b, r, k, A) or a CD(v, b, r, k, AI' A2 • ... ) respectively. 
Coloured designs are used in Seberry (1987b), and de Launey and Seberry (1987) 
to construct new families of BIBD's and GDD's. 
3. Main application 
The matrices described in the following proof can also be constructed from 
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generalized Hadamard matrices and latin squares but here we use a simpler for-
mulation. 
Theorem 3.1. /fthere exists a CD(v, b, r, k, A.) where r-l =q is a prime power. then 
there exists a group divisible design 
GDD(vq'. bq'. (q + I)q. kq. Al ~q. A, ~ A. m ~q'. n ~ v). 
Remark. We can apply the same technique as in the following proof for coloured 
PBIBD's to obtain families of PBIBD's with more associate classes. 
Proof. Take the q+ I matrices of order q'. Ro •...• Rq. defined by Seberry (1986). 
(and which have appeared earlier in many forms; for example see Wallis (1971) and 
Glynn (1978)). which satisfy 
These matrices exist whenever q is a prime power. Now replace symbol i of the CD 
by R j and each 0 by the zero matrix of order q2 to obtain the result. 
Example 1. Consider the CD(9. 12.4.3. I) given in Table I. 
Table 1 
a b c d 
b c a d 
c d a b 
c a b d 
d b c a 
a c d b 
c d b a 
a d b c 
d a c b 
Here r-I ~ 3 ~q (for notation. see Wallis (1971) and Seberry (1987b». and hence 
we can define 
T~ U ~ ~ J and 1, ~ [: : J 
and Ro, R I, R 2, R3 given by 
Ro~ [; ; ;J 
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Now we replace a by Ro, b by R I , C by R, and d by R, in the CD(9, 12,4,3,1) to 
obtain the ODD(8I, 108, 12,9,3, 1,9,9) given in Table 2, which is not listed in CIat-
worthy (1973) (Clatworthy lists ODD's with r-5.lO). 
Table 2 
R, R, R, R3 
R, R, R, R3 
R, R3 R, RI 
R, R, RI R3 
R3 R, R, R, 
R, R, R3 RI 
R, R3 R, R, 
R, R3 RI R, 
R3 R, R, R, 
Corollary 3.2. (i) If q = 3v - 4 ~ 5 is a prime power then there exists a 
ODD(q'(q+4)/3, q'(q+l)(q+4)/9, q(q+l), 3q, AI~q, A,~6, m~q', n~(q+4)/3). 
(ii) If q = 31 - 1 is a prime power then there exists a 
ODD«2t + 1)(3t -1)', t(2t + 1)(3t-1)', 3t(3t-l), 3(3t-l), A I ~ 3t - I, 
A,~3, m~(3t-l)', n~2t+ 1). 
(iii) If q = AU - A-I is a prime power then there exists a 
ODD(vq', AV(V-1)q' 12, q(q+ 1), 2q, Al ~ q, A, ~A, m ~q', n ~ v). 
(iv) If q ~ (AV - A - 3)/3 is a prime power and 4 divides AV(V - 1) then there exists a 
ODD(vq', AV(V -1)q'/12, q(q+ I), 4q, Al ~q, A, ~A, m ~ q', n ~ v). 
(v) If q~ (AV - A -4)/4 is a prime power and 5 divides AV(V -1) then except when 
v = 15 and A = 2 there exists a 
ODD(vq', AV(V -1)q'120, q(q+ I), 5q, Al ~q, A, ~ A, m ~ q', n ~ v). 
Proof. (i) For all V;,: 3 there exists a CD(v, v(v-I), 3(v-l), 3, 6). 
(ii) For all v ~ 2t + 1 ;,: 3 there exists a CD(v, tv, 3t, 3, 3). 
(iii) For all v there exists a CD(v, Av(v-I)12, ).(v-I), 2, ).). 
(iv) If 4 divides AV(V -1) and 3 divides ).(v - 1) then there exists a 
CD(v, AV(V -1)/12, r, 4, ).). 
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(v) If 5 divides Av(v-I) and 4 divides A(v-I) then there exists a 
CD(v, AV(V- 1)120, r, 5, A) unless v ~ IS and A ~2. 
For example, using v == 3 in Corollary 3.2(i), there exists a 
GDD(75, 150,30, IS, AI ~ 5, A, ~ 6, m ~ 25, n ~ 3). 
Using t== 1 and then 2 in Corollary 3.2(ii) shows that there exists a 
GDD(12, 12,6,6, AI ~2, A,~3, m~4, n~3) 
which is SR68 in Clatworthy and a 
GDD(125, 250, 30, IS, AI ~5, A,~3, m~25, n~5). 
Corollary 3.3. (i) If q == 20 - 3 is a prime power then there exists a 
GDD(vq', v(v-I)q' 12, 2(v- 3)(v -I), 4(2v - 3), AI ~ 2v - 3, A2 ~6, 
m~q2, n~(q+3)/2). 
(ii) If q = 4u - 1 is a prime power then there exists a 
GDD«3u+ I)q', u(3u+ I)q', 4u(4u-I), AI~4u-I, A2~4, m~q', n~3u+ I) 
(iii) If q == 4u - 1 is a prime power then there exists a 
GDD«q+2)q2, q2(q+I)(q+2)/4, q(q+I), 4q, AI~q, A2~3, m~q2, n~q+2). 
Proof. Use Corollary 3.2(iv) with (i) A ~ 6, (ii) A ~ 4 writing v ~ 3u+ I and (iii) A ~ 3 
writing u=4u+ 1. 
For example, using 0=4 and then 5 in Corollary 3.3(0, there exists a 
GDD(lOO, 150,30,20, AI ~ 5, A2 ~ 6, m ~ 25, n ~ 4) 
and a 
GDD(245, 490, 56, 28, AI ~7, A2~6, m~49, n~5). 
Using U= 1 and then 2 in Corollary 3.3(ii) there exists a 
GDD(36, 36,12,12, AI ~3, A2~4, m~9, n~4) 
and a 
GDD(343, 2401, 196,28, AI ~ 7, A2 ~ 4, m ~ 49, n ~ 7). 
Using q~3 and then 7 in Corollary 3.3(iii) there exists a SBIBD(45, 12, 3) and a 
GDD(44I, 1764,56,28, AI ~7, A2~3, m~49, n~9). 
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Corollary 3.4. (i) If q = 5u - 2 or 5u - 1 and is a prime power then there exists a 
ODD(q'(q+2), q'(q+ 1)(q+2)/5, q(q+ I), 5q, A, =q, A,=4, m=q', n=q+ I). 
(ii) If q = 5u - 1 is a prime power then there exists a 
ODD(q'(4u+ I), q' u(4u+ I), q(q+ I), 5q, A, =q, A,=5, m=q', n=4u+ I). 
Proof. Use Corollary 3.2(v) with}, =4 writing v as 5u or 5u + 1 and with A = 5 
writing v = 4u + 1 respectively. 
Remark. If q = 4 this gives a 
ODD(80, 80, 20, 20, A, =4, A, = 5, m = 16, n = 5) 
which can be easily extended to an SBIBD(85, 21, 5). 
Remark. This method can always be used to give 
SBIBD , , "---"': (
Pn+'_1 p'-I P'-'-I) 
p-I p-I p-I 
but, as these are all known, we do not pursue this construction. 
Appendix I gives a listing of ODD's obtained by these methods using BIBD's 
listed in Mathon and Rosa (1985) for rs 15. We have a computer listing for r::;;41. 
4. Other designs 
We note that a symmetric CD(u, k, A) always exist. whenever an SBIBD(u, k, A) 
exists. Thus Theorem 3.1 can be roformuiated as: 
Theorem 4.1. Lei q be a prime power. Suppose an SBIBD(q(q+ I)/A + I, q+ I, A) 
exists, then there exists a regular 
ODD(q'(q+ I)/A+q', q(q+ I), A, =q, A,=A, m=q', n=q(q+ I)A + I). 
Trivially an SBIBD(q + 2, q + I, q) always exists and so does an 
SBIBD(q'(q+2), q(q+ I), q) for q a prime power. 
Also. suppose that we are interested in pairwise balanced designs: we note that 
an SBIBD(3I, 6, I) exists and a BIBD(6, 9, 9, 6, 9) exists. These give regular 
ODD(31.25, 30, A, = 5, A, = I) 
and 
ODD(6.25, 9.25, 45, 30, A, = 5, A, = 9). 
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Thus we have a 
PBD(6.25, 4().25, 75, k, = 3(), k, = 6, A = 10). 
For convenience, we state the generalization as a theorem noting that a 
BIBD(q+ 1, 2q-A, 2q-A, q+ 1, 2q-A) always exists. 
Theorem 4.2. Let q be prime power. Suppose an SBIBD(q(q + I)A + 1, q+ 1, A) ex-
ists, then there exists a pairwise balanced design 
PBD(q'(q+ 1), q'(A(q'+q-1)+2q+ 1), q(3q+ I-A), 
k, =q(q+ 1), k,=q+ 1, A'=2q). 
Appendix I 
BIBD parameters 
No. II b r 
1 7 7 3 
2 4 4 3 
3 9 12 4 
4 13 13 4 
5 774 
6 5 5 4 
7 6 10 5 
8 16 20 5 
9 21 21 5 
10 II 11 5 
II 6 6 5 
12 13 26 6 
13 7 14 6 
14 10 15 6 
15 25 30 6 
16 31 31 6 
17 16 16 6 
18 15 35 7 
19 8 14 7 
20 15 15 7 
21 8 8 7 
22 9 24 8 
23 25 50 8 
2413268 









































































vi bl rl kl AI 
2828662 
16 16 6 6 2 
81 108 12 9 3 
117 117 12 12 3 
63 63 12 12 3 
45 45 12 12 3 
96 160 20 12 4 
256 320 20 16 4 
336 336 20 20 4 
176 176 20 20 4 
969620204 
325 650 30 15 5 
175 350 30 15 5 
250 375 30 20 5 
625 750 30 25 5 
775 775 30 30 5 
400 400 30 30 5 
540 1260 42 18 6 
288 504 42 24 6 
540 540 42 42 6 
288 288 42 42 6 
441 1176 56 21 7 
1225 2450 56 28 7 
637 1274 56 28 7 
441 882 56 28 7 
2401 2744 56 
2793 2793 56 
1216 3648 72 
640 1920 72 
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Appendix 1 (continued) 
DIBD parameters 
























































































57 100 I IO 11 
58 111 111 II 
59 56 56 II 

















25 100 12 
13 52 12 
9 36 12 
7 28 12 
37 III 12 
19 57 12 
13 39 12 
10 30 12 
25 60 12 
61 122 12 
31 62 12 
21 42 12 
16 32 12 
13 26 12 
22 33 12 


























































































































































































5600 5600 110 110 10 
10 2300 2300 llD 110 
3025 12100 132 
1573 6292 132 
1089 4356 132 
847 3388 132 
4477 13431 132 
2299 6897 132 
1573 4719 132 
1210 3630 132 











3751 7502 132 66 II 
2541 5082 132 66 II 
1936 3872 132 66 II 
1573 3146 132 66 11 
BIBD unknown 
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,I bl kl 
14641 15972 132 121 
16093 16093 132 132 
5445 5445 132 132 
3888 16848 156 36 
5760 18720 156 48 
7986 17303 132 66 
2016 3744 156 84 
3888 5616 156 108 
BIBO unknown 
9504 11232 156 132 
BIBO unknown 
BIBO unknown 
11376 11376 156 156 
5760 5760 156 156 
3888 3888 156 156 
2535 11830 182 39 
3718 13013 182 52 
1352 4732 182 52 
2535 7098 182 65 
6084 14196 182 78 
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Appendix I (continued) 
BlBD parameters GOD parameters 
No. " b r k A "I bl rI kl A, A, m 
123 136 204 15 10 I BlBD unknown 
124 46 69 15 10 3 BlBO unknown 
125 28 42 15 10 5 BIBD unknown 
126 56 70 15 12 3 10976 13720 210 168 14 3 196 
127 71 71 15 15 3 13916 13916 210 210 14 3 196 
128 36 36 15 15 6 7056 7056 210 210 14 6 196 
129 31 31 15 15 7 6076 6076 210 210 14 7 196 
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